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1. Introduction
E- and H-plane circular bends of the rectangular

waveguide, shown in Table I(A), are very familiar

waveguide components. So far, many works [1-4] have

been done for the analysis of this strucuJfe, but their results

are practically limited for the gradual bend case only.

Therefore, wide-band frequency charactetistics with wide

rarlge of bend parameters (=bend angle and curvature*)

including sharp bend are still not clear, but are needed for

the future microwave integrated circuit design. This paper

solves these problems by the following procedure.

1. Derivation of terminal mode impt'Alance which leads to

the equivalent network representation, based on the

planar circuit theory and normal mode ,malysis.

2. Calculation of the equivalent network parameters.

Especially, calculation of mdial mode function is the

key step; non-uniform transmission line analogy and

numerical analysis is utilized in our case.

3. Wide-band frequency characteristics (V.S.W.R) ofE

and H-plane right angle circular bend are calculated for

wide range of bend curvature by our method.

Through these analysis, E- and H-plane circular bend can

be treated in the same way hecause they are ruled by the

same planar circuit equations.

(*bend curvature parameter: C=b/a, O<C<l)

2. Derivation of equivalent network representation

- multi-transmission lines circuit-
E- or H-plane curved rectangular waveguide shown in

Table l(A) can be considered to be a E- or H-plane planar

circuit as a whole. Therefore, as demonstrated by (B)-(E)

in Table 1, the 3-D field distribution in these structure

including input/output waveguide Cfill he fully described by

the following planar circuit equations_

{
gradY = -jXJ (1)

divJ = -jBV
where series reactance X and shunt susceptance B with

the boundary condition are given by (G), (F) in Table 1 for

E- and H-plane planar circuit, respectively.

In order to solve these planar circuit equations

systematically under the given boundary conditions, the

curved waveguide is divided into the straight and circular

bend section, where x-y coordinate system is replaced by I

s rectangular or r-9 cylindrical coordinate system,

respectively. Then, as explained in Table 2 and 3, the

equivalent multi-transmission lines circuit in each section

is derived based on the separation of variables technique

and modal analysis.

Table 1 E-plano and H.pI.... planar dradl equatio..

and boundary condition Cor E- and H·plane drewar bend.

Clradar bend 0W~ e"andCIUY....... J ./1-
~ ..•_r.a"..... l:: A..--.. .~ a z

... -,.¥"".,../ l::: "'-tfe-~-"-6 e-M!
(a) E·PIane a"Bend • (b) H·Planea!Bend

3-D Field E-(E,.O). H=(H"H,) E - (E,.E,) , H - (H"O) B

F"..ld E,(X.y,I)" E,(x.y) . ../2Sin~ H,(x.y,z) = H,(x.y)

compoaenl H,(X.Y.I)" H,(x.yl· ../2Sin~ E,(x,y, I) = E,(x.y)
C

ko-roM H,(X.y.I) _ H,(x.y)· ../21< c",!! E.(x,y,Z)=O
koW W

Volla&e Y" --H,(x,y)-d (A) y E= -E,(x,y)-d (Y)

Current J" =kxE.(x.yl (Vim) JE _ H,(x,y) x k (iVm) D

Planar { gradY" = -jX"J" { gradyE = _jXEJE
E

On:ult elivJ"" -jB"y" divJE = _jBEyE
Equatio..

ay"with B. C. -=0 (orJ" -n=O) v'=O (orJExn=O) F
an

Planar X"=~;W, B"=~ XE=~, BE=~~ GImml_ ",,",0 W ""'0 d

pro_alion
~~ ="k~ -(1</W)' P~"ko=mAA Hconstant

•
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(2)

~») (3)
nnq

Mode characteristic impedance, mode propagation

constant and mode function in each section are given or

defined in table 2, 3 and 4(A).

Here, the whole equivalent network is shown in Fig. 1,

where the coupling between propagation modes in the

straight and circular bend section at the junction is

represented by ideal transformer, whose transformer ratio

between n-th mode in the circular bend and p-th mode in

the i-th input/output waveguide is given by eq.(2).

neil = _l_laR (r)f (s(i»dr
op (a _ b) bOP

In Fig. 1, Zco and Zco' v 0 and /30 are Characteristic

impedance and propagation constant at circular and

straight section given by (C) in Table 2 and Table 3,

respectively. Then terminal mode impedance between i-th

port p-th mode (i,p) and j-th port q-th mode G,q) are given

by the following equation.

(

n(1) 0)
Zpq = L ~p n (2) •

n np

(
- ~Zcn cot VnO: - ~Zcn CSC V no:)(n~~
- JZcn esc V n0: - JZcn cot V nO:

#2

>----~.-Zeo:

131 .41:

Table 1 Equi.....11I'lInsml8lon Une model ohlnipl .avcpide section.

E-Dlane H....-
Coordlnale lysIem (I,s) Coordinate lysIem 0..)

:0; :l:Zc;= A

o d I o W s

Seplll'8lion of variable w1lh p-III mode w1dlh luncllon t,(I)

V:((.s) .. V:(t)f:(s) Vi (t.s) = Vimf; (s)

J~(t.s)" [I:(t)/dlf:(s) J;,(t.s) = [I: (t)/Wlf;(.)
H . I H H' S . Iss' BJ..(t.s)" JX'"V, (t)f, (s) J..(t••) .. JxrV, (t)f, (s)

f,H(s) =.Jt:cos(pltSld) r; (s) .. ..fisio(pltSl W)

p .. 0.1,2... · p=I.2.···

Tr...miaIon line equadons aJonc I lor p-III w1d1ll mode

I:(l) r;(l).

0 ~ 0
tV:(l) tv;(t)

0 ., l 0 ., t

~=_jXHrH XH=X
H ~=_jXErB XE= X

B

dt "., d dt ,,', d
C

dIH (pH' dlB (pB)'
.=£..=_·aHvH aH=~d .::e..=_·SEVE SE=~W
dt J"., X dt J"., X

'H X
H

Z'E _ X
S

z",=~ ",-p;w
P: =~(P~)'-(P1t/d)' P; =~(r>~)'-(P1t/W)'

Table 3 Equl.....11nIIsmissIoa One mocIeI tor dradar bend section.

E-plane (r,8) H-plane (r,8)

....~tr ~.~
~d"'l···· ..--9 ...... ···_9 .... A.....~ a-b=d ···..z a-b=W

(a) E-plane circular bend (b) H-plane circular bend

SeparadOll of Yllriable tor vol. and currenl w1lh radlalluncdon R.(r)

V,H(r.9)" V~(9).R~(r) V,E(r.9) .. V:(9).R~(r)

J~(r.9)"1~(9).R~(r)1r J:"(r.9)" 1~(9)'R~(r)1r

I ' J~(r.9) =j~V:(9). R~' (r)1 r S
J~ (r.9) = jXJl'V~(9).R~ (r)

X

R~(r):see table 4 (0 = 0.1.2.···) R~(r): see lable 4 (0 =0.1.2... ·)

Trammisllon Une equadons alone 9 tor ....111 radial mode

1~(9). 1:(9)

0 0 ---tv ,H(9) tv,E(B)

0 ., B 0 ., 9

~=_'XHIH ~=_jXSIE
dB J , dB •

5=-·s:;tvH ~=A~tvE
C

dB J X • dB J X •

v~ : circular propqaIicm coosauu v: : circular propagatioQ constaat

ZH _X
H ZE _X

B

~-~ Q--;;
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(5)

(6)

3. Calculation of radial mode function with the
help of non-uniform transmission line analogy
As explained by (A) in Table 4, radial mode function

Rn(r) and circular propagation constant vn are the

solution of the following eigenvalue equation, whose

boundary condition(B.C.) is given in Table 4.

.!.~(r dRn ) + (~; _v~). R = 0 (4)
r dr dr r2

n

When ~t = 0, analytical solution is obtained and given

by (B) in Table 4 for E and H-plane circular bend,

respectively. However analytical solution is impossible

for ~t -:F- O. Therefore, how to solve the eigenvalue

equation (4) for ~t -:F- 0 is the key process in our analysis.

As shown by (C) in Table 4, replacing R(r) by v(r) and

defining i(r) as jr dR/dr, second order differential equation

(4) can be transformed to a pair of first order differential

equations.

dv . ( ). di 'b( )- =- JX r 1 - = - J r v
dr dr

where x(r)=lIr , b(r)=~~r-v2/r

These equations can be understood as a voltage-current

relation along the non-uniform transmission line as shown

in Fig.2.

In order to fmd Rn and vn numerically for a given ~t'

this non-uniform transmission line between b and a is

equally divided into N small sections, so as to make each

Fig.2 Non-uniform transmission line model
and its step-like approximation.

section be approximated by uniform transmission line.

Then, assuming v, total F-matrix between b and a can be

calculated numerically by F-matrix product of N sections,

resulting eq.(6)

(~b)=(At Bt)(~a)
Ib Ct Dt la

Numerical search of vn' which makes Ct = 0, gives v~

and then R~(r). Also Bt = 0 gives V~ and R~(r). Thus

calculated example of E-plane circular bend are shown in

Fig.3 (d/W=O.5); v~ as a function of normalized

frequency F for C=O.01 and corresponding normal mode

function R~ (r) at F=1.0 and F=1.5 up to 5-th mode.

When ~t = o(F=1.0), Rn(r) and vn are analytically

obtained by (B) in Table 4. No difference between the

numerical results (F=1.0) and analytical results(F=1.0) in

Fig.3 proves the validity of the above numerical

computation. In our calculation N is taken as 200, which is

enough for sufficient calculation accuracy.

4. Frequency characteristics of V.S.W.R of right
angle circular bend
Based on equivalent network shown in Fig. 1, V.S.W.R

of E-and H-plane right angle circular bend with wide range

Table 4 Radlal .-maJ mode func:tloa In dn:ular bend.

E-plane H-p1ane

R. : n-lb I'IIdIaI nonna! mode v.: n-lb dn:ular pnlpac8don .....18111

!~('~)+[(13~)' -¢lR~ =0 ~('~)+[(I3E)'-~lRE_O
I dr dl I r dr dr I r •

(13~)'=k,i-{lt/W)' (13~)' =k~

dRH A
B.C. ;::.:a.. 0 (I=a,b) B.C. R;-O(r=a,b)

dl
RH H rR~(I)R;(I)dr =8r .(r)R. (l)dr=8

r - I -

An8tical solution lor Ilt-O

R~(r)=~cos[..!!!!..In!.] E ~.[Dlt r]R (I) = -sm -In-
inC inC a • inC inC a

B

v: =-jln
ltc n (n=o.1.2•...) v: = -j InltC n (n = 1.2... ·)

O=bla C=bla

Numerical soIudon lor lit ,,0 by no...un1lonn transmission Une

Y(r) = R~(I) • i(l) = jl'~ Y(r)=R~(I). i(I)=jl'~
dl drr .. r..-=-Jx(I)I(r) -=-Jx(r)l(I)

dl dl C
eli E!." -jb(r)Y(I)dr=-jb(r)Y(I)

dl

x-II,. b =(I3~)'I-v2/1 x-III, b=(I3~)'r-v211

B.C. i(r) = 0 (I = a,b) B.C. Y(r) = 0 (r = a,b)
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s. Conclusion

Systematic analysis method to calculate the frequency characteristics of

E- and H-plane circular bend of any bend angle and curvature for the

rectangular waveguide is proposed and wide band frequency characteristics

of 90°bend angle are calculated for wide range of bend curvature including

sharp bend by this method. 1.5~-r---.--r-r-"'T'1
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of bend curvature is calculated for the frequency band where only dominant

mode propagates. Hence, the higher modes in the input/output waveguide

are terminated by the corresponding reactive mode impedance. The results

are shown in Fig.4. In these analysis, enough number of higher modes
(evanescent modes) in each region are taken into consideration( for

example, 14 evanescent modes for C=O.OI case).
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Fig.4 Frequency characteristics(V.S.W.R) ofE- and H-plane right angle circular bend.
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